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however, paintshop pro does have a slew of other tools that are good for most tasks, and some of them work flawlessly. i found that of the tools i tested, the only one that didn't work as promised was the clearing tool. using the one tool that came closest to matching photoshop's clearing tool's features in this
instance produced some interesting results. i'm not sure whether the clearing tool does work as promised, but it certainly wasn't inconsistent like the one that corel included. that said, there are plenty of things paintshop pro can do that photoshop can't. one of the best things that one can do with paintshop pro is
painting. this is perfect for adding special effects to images, such as adding a layer of paint to an original photo, or creating new layers and painting on them. i found that the brush sizes available in paintshop pro are different from those in photoshop. for example, the largest brush sizes in photoshop are 25 pixels,

while paintshop pro's brush sizes are found at 100 pixels. the results with 100-pixel brush sizes generally look more like what you'd expect to see in a traditional paint program than in photoshop. in photoshop, large brush sizes result in added brush marks, where the brush treads water across the canvas. with
paintshop pro, the brush sizes large enough to do that result in small, dark markings that work better as a guide to overlay the layers in a canvas. the same goes for tiny brush sizes. even with the 100-pixel brush, the effect is more direct and natural. the ai tonal contrast tool in paintshop pro also does a good job of
enhancing images. use it with small brush sizes and you can make subtle changes with a single stroke. one problem i ran into with this tool is that you have to remember to save the result at each step, which can be time-consuming. however, it's the best tool available for extending exposure in the midtones of an

image.
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intelligent select tools.the default selection, shown above, does a good job of getting what you want, in terms of color and shape, into one image (much better than
photoshop, which has one not particularly good selection tool), although it can be a bit too conservative for a heavily detailed image like this. i selected the fox in
the image on the left, for example, and the selection tool chose it too and the dog, even though it's not as juicy a shape. to get around that, you can use the clip

tool to select just the part of the fox or the dog that you want to move to a separate layer. logos and text. you can insert a logo or text into an image in paintshop
pro, and there are a number of ways to do it. to the left, for example, i used the paste into selection tool to place the text, then selected the whole area inside the

square, which copied the color, the lighting, and the shading. a duplicate layer was also created. likewise, each tool in paintshop pro offers a selection of brush sizes
as well as additional tools, such as sharpen, reduce noise, fill, or adjust levels. each tool's available options appear in the tool's menu to the right in the image

above. there's no pressure to purchase any upgrades you don't need, and you can make one-time purchases on your corel paint shop pro photo x2 crack download.
if you're looking for simple adjustments, you'll find them. the most useful adjustment is red eye, which i'll talk about a little later. overall, though, paintshop pro's

tools aren't quite on the level of the photoshop's. as an example, changing the levels in photoshop's levels tool automatically adjusts the highlights and shadows in
the image, which help bring out colors in photos and make subtle changes, but in paintshop pro, you can only change the overall brightness and contrast.
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